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HK, Singapore lead pack
pound for pound in GLOBAL
CONNECTIVENESS
HONG KONG and Singapore together with Malaysia, Vietnam and Cambodia scored
high in this year's Global Connectedness Index (GCI) in relation to their size and
development.
Although Europe is still tops, the GCI data in the Deutsche Post DHL survey showed
that the world's economic "centre of gravity" was shifting eastward as China
continues exerting its influence over world trade.
The DHL report covers the proportion of interactions that cross national borders as
well as outward and inward trade flows and the breadth of geographic distribution.
While the economic stalling of 2012 seems to have been left behind, the third
annual survey indicated that recovery remains "sluggish" and capital flows have yet
to recover to pre-crisis 2007 levels.
This year's study found trade routes and lengthened
regionalisation of earlier years appear to be fading.
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Nine out of the top 10 of the most connected countries were European, led by the
Dutch. North America ranked as the second most connected region.
The 10 countries where global connectedness increased the most between 2011 and
2013 are all emerging economies in places such as Burundi, Mozambique and
Jamaica.
Looking ahead, the biggest threats to globalisation may come from policy fumbles
or protectionist interventions rather than macroeconomic fundamentals

EUROPEAN SHIPPERS TELL FORWARDERS TO WIN DISCOUNTS FOR THEM
AFTER OIL PRICES FALL
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It's the role of the forwarder to get the best rate
for their customers. But ultimately it's down to
the buyer of the service to make sure they are
getting value for money."
Mr Keen cautioned that a call for an industry-wide
change to mechanisms would fall afoul of antitrust law.

SHANGHAI BOX VOLUMES UP 7.5PC IN OCTOBER TO 3.02
"It's a serious issue which could result in fines or even
MILLION TEU
prison. These issues are down to individual companies
to negotiate with individual suppliers."

THE Port of Shanghai has
posted a 7.5 per cent year-onyear increase in container
throughout in October to 3.02
million
TEU,
according
to
Shanghai International Port
Group (SIPG).
Year to date, the world’s
biggest container port posted a
throughout of 29.47 million
TEU, up 5.4 per cent from
27.97 million TEU in the same
period last year.

COMPETITION AMONG THE 2 TOP MOBILE BRANDS

The battle between Apple's iPhone and Samsung's Galaxy has been raging for years, but the latest two
flagship handsets put the companies more neck-and-neck than ever in 2014. Apple finally got the memo
that consumers like bigger, 4.7-inch form factors, while Samsung took inspiration from the iPhone 5s to
create the S5's fingerprint reader.
The iPhone 6 and Galaxy S5 are the most powerful and best-looking phones from their respective makers,
but how do they stack up head to head? We put the two popular handsets through a 10-round gauntlet to
find out.

Apple's iPhone 6 is an excellent smartphone, but the Galaxy S5 still does some things better. Samsung's
flagship is the only one of the two to sport a full HD display, water resistance and a heart rate monitor,
and it packs expandable storage and better battery life to boot.
If you prefer Apple's app and content ecosystem, the iPhone 6's sleeker-than-ever design, higherquality camera and speedy real-world performance make it a more than worthy upgrade. But if you're
looking for the best overall package for your money, the Galaxy S5 has the slight edge.

Conclusion at a glance
So there you have it – a quick look at the iPhone 6 vs Samsung Galaxy S5! Apple is
finally packing a bigger punch in terms of display size, and that does make the
competition a lot more interesting. These smartphones cater to different ecosystems,
and each has their own advantages and disadvantages, so the ultimate choice depends
on your personal taste and requirements.
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Aircraft type::
Long-haul passenger aircraft
Length (m):
73.9
Wing span (m):
64.8
Standard seating
30C+48W(Comfort)+324Y
capacity (pas.):
Max. take-off weight
317,5
(ton):
GE90-115B
Type of engine:
2 jet engines, wing-mounted
Cruising speed
905
(km/h):
Max. altitude (km) 13,1
Range (km):
11 200

Aircraft type:

Short-&medium-haul
passenger aircraft
39,5
35.8

Length (m):
Wing span (m):
Standard seating
20C+138Y
capacity (pas.):
Max. take-off weight
79.0
(ton):
CFM-56-7B26
Type of engine:
2 jet engines CFMI
Cruising speed
900
(km/h):
Max. altitude (km): 12,5
Range (km):
4500

Aircraft type:

Short- & mediumhaul passenger
aircraft
33.84
34.1

Length (m):
Wing span (m):
Standard seating
20B+96Y (A319-100)
capacity (pas.):
Max. take-off weight
70
(ton):
CFM56-5B5
Type of engine:
Cruising speed
(km/h):
Max. altitude (km):
Range (km):

2 jet engines, wingmounted
830
12.1
3500

Long haul
passenger
aircraft
58,82
(А330Length (m):
200); 63,69
(А330-300)
Wing span
60.3
(m):
34B + 207Y
Standard
(A330-200)
seating
capacity
34B + 268Y
(pas.):
(A330-300)
Max. takeoff weight 230
(ton):
RR Trent
772B-60

Aircraft
type:

Type of
engine:

Cruising
speed
(km/h):
Max.
altitude
(km):
Range
(km):

2 jet
engines,
wingmounted
900
12.5
11200
(А330200); 9500
(А330-300

Short- &
mediumAircraft
haul
type:
passenger
aircraft
Length (m): 44.51
Wing span
34.1
(m):
Standard
seating
28B+142Y
capacity
(A321-200)
(pas.):
Max. takeoff weight 89
(ton):
CFM56-5B3
Type of
engine:
Cruising
speed
(km/h):
Max.
altitude
(km):
Range
(km):

2 jet
engines,
wingmounted

830
12.1
3800

Aircraft
type:
Length
(m):
Wing span
(m):
Standard
seating
capacity
(pas.):
Max. takeoff weight
(ton):

Type of
engine:

Cruising
speed
(km/h):
Max.
altitude
(km):
Range
(km):

Short- &
mediumhaul
passenger
aircraft
37.57
34.1
20C+120Y
(A320214),
8С+150Y
75.5
CFM565B4
2 jet
engines,
wingmounted
830
12.13
4000

CV FREIGHTER

A cargo aircraft (also known as freight aircraft, freighter, airlifter, or cargo jet) is a
fixed-wing aircraft that is designed or converted for the carriage of goods, rather than
passengers. Such aircraft usually do not incorporate passenger amenities, and generally
feature one or more large doors for loading cargo. Freighters may be operated by civil
passenger or cargo airlines, by private individuals or by the armed forces of individual
countries.

Volga-Dnepr An-124 ready for loading
Aircraft designed for cargo flight usually have features that distinguish them from
conventional passenger aircraft: a wide/tall fuselage cross-section, a high-wing to allow
the cargo area to sit near the ground, a large number of wheels to allow it to land at
unprepared locations, and a high-mounted tail to allow cargo to be driven directly into
and off the aircraft.
Cargo aircraft represent a small proportion of the overall air freight market. The
majority is carried in special ULD containers in the cargo holds of normal passenger
aircraft.

